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Abstract - In recent years, civil engineers have been turning to nonlinear static analysis or thrust analysis, which directly estimates
the amount and location of plastic flow in a building, repairing or strengthening of structures built before the situation in Turkey
and analysis may be required, durability, stiffness or assumptions regarding ductility may not be reliable. In an existing building,
seismic performance evaluation was made using nonlinear analysis and a number of results were obtained by considering the
capacity spectrum method and the displacement coefficient method as a performance-based analysis method.
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1. Introduction
In general, a building needs to be modeled and analyzed as a three-dimensional combination of its elements and
components. It is important that all elements that are part of the lateral or vertical load system and have significant
rigidity or limited deformation capacity are represented in the analytical model. The elastic and inelastic strength and
stiffness characteristics of each element should be modeled to the extent that their important influence on the response
of the building is reasonably represented.
If the elements have inelastic deformation capacity but the strength attenuation does not necessarily lead to
unacceptable performance, force deformation models should include the post-distortion interval as shown in figure 1.
In a typical building, almost all elements, including many non-structural components, will contribute to the overall
rigidity, mass, damping of the building and, consequently, its response to earthquake ground motion.
The general force and deformation curves used to indicate component modeling and acceptance criteria for
deformation controlled actions in any of the four basic material types are shown in figure 1. Elements and components
that provide the capacity to withstand collapse under seismic forces induced by ground motion in any direction are
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classified as primary. Other elements and components are classified as secondary. A linear response is depicted
between point A (no-load component) and an effective pour point B. The slope from B to C is typically a small
percentage (0-10%) of the elastic slope and is included to represent phenomena such as strain stiffening. C has a
coordinate representing the strength of the element and an apse value equal to the deformation at which significant
strength degradation begins. Beyond point D, the element responds to point E with significantly reduced strength. For
deformations larger than point E, the element strength is essentially zero.

Figure 1: Element Deformation [1]
As shown in the idealized curves between points C and D in Figure 1, sharp transition may result in computational
difficulty and convergence failure when used as a modeling input in nonlinear computerized analysis software. To
avoid this computational imbalance, a small slope can be provided to the segment of these curves between points C
and D.
•

CP: Creating Crash Prevention Performance Levels

•

LS: Life safety

•

IO: Immediate occupancy

As shown in Figure 1, five points labeled A, B, C, D and E are used to define the load deviation behavior of the joint,
and three points labeled CP, LS and IO are used to define the acceptance criteria for the joint. Modeling is one of the
important steps in the implementation of push analysis. The model should take into account the nonlinear behavior of
the structural members, which requires determining the component measured by the strength and deformation
capacities in the structure. The final deformation capacity of a component depends on the final curvature and plastic
hinge length. Using different criteria for the final curvature and different plastic hinge length may result in different
deformation capacities [2].
2. Materials and Methods
In general, nonlinear analysis methods provide more useful and more accurate results than linear methods. If a load
irregularity exists and concentrates on a single layer, the nonlinear static method is expected to provide good estimates
about the displacement and load demand parameters. an invariant load model is unlikely to detect more than one
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irregularity. In such cases, nonlinear response history analysis is recommended. The application of nonlinear single
mode push analysis is discussed below.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Structure geometric information (b) Material information

Figure 3: Earthquake parameters and soil parameters
Table 1: Loads in the Structure
Load States
G
Q
EX
EY
SPX
SPY
PUSH0
PUSHX
PUSHY

Explanation
Dead Load
Live Load
Static Earthquake Load
Static Earthquake Load
Horizontal Elastic Design Spectrum
Horizontal Elastic Design Spectrum
Nonlinear Vertical Load
Nonlinear Pushover Load
Nonlinear Pushover Load
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G
Q
EX

Dead Load
Live Load
Static Earthquake Load
Table 2: Load combinations

Load Combinations
1.4G+1.6Q
G+0.3Q G+Q+EX
G+Q+SPX G+Q+EY
G+Q+SPY 0.9G+EX
0.9G+SPX 0.9G+EY
0.9G+SPY G+0.3Q+EX+0.3EY
G+0.3Q+SPX+0.3SPY G+0.3Q+EX-0.3EY
G+0.3Q+SPX-0.3SPY G+0.3Q-EX-03EY
G+0.3Q-SPX-0.3SPY G+0.3Q-EX+0.3EY
G+0.3Q-SPX+0.3SPY G+0.3Q+EY+0.3EX
G+0.3Q+SPY+0.3SPX G+0.3Q-EY-0.3EX
G+0.3Q-SPY-0.3SPX
1.4G+1.6Q
G+0.3Q G+Q+EX
G+Q+SPX G+Q+EY
G+Q+SPY 0.9G+EX
0.9G+SPX 0.9G+EY
0.9G+SPY G+0.3Q+EX+0.3EY
G+0.3Q+SPX+0.3SPY G+0.3Q+EX-0.3EY
G+0.3Q+SPX-0.3SPY G+0.3Q-EX-03EY
G+0.3Q-SPX-0.3SPY G+0.3Q-EX+0.3EY
G+0.3Q-SPX+0.3SPY G+0.3Q+EY+0.3EX
G+0.3Q+SPY+0.3SPX G+0.3Q-EY-0.3EX
G+0.3Q-SPY-0.3SPX
In this study, TS 500 (February 2000), TBDY 2018, ATC-40 standards and regulations were used.
2.1. Linear Analysis
Structure displacement for modal account coverage is expressed as a combination of displacement in each mode. In
each mode, the structure is analyzed as a single-graded system, the resulting force and displacement are combined in
proportion to the participation (weight) of the modes. Modal analysis results are given below.
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Figure 4: Horizontal spectrum for dynamic loads in the structure

Figure 5: Modal participating mass ratios
Here, period in X direction: 0.815 s and period in Y direction: 0.904 s.
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Figure 6: Modal participation factors

Figure 7: Deformed shapes (Modal)
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Figure 8: Modal periods and frequencies
2.2. Nonlinear Single Mode Pushover Analysis
A pushover analysis for determining the behavioral characteristics and performances of the structures under the effect
of horizontal loads, is a numerical investigation where the stiffness and strength change are calculated by taking into
account the inelastic behavioral characteristics of the building elements in general, and these calculations are defined
for certain performance values. Approximate results are produced as the basis of the method is the acceptance of multi
degree of freedom systems equivalent to a single degree of freedom system. The analysis method has a suitable
procedure for rigid or articulated inelastic frame analysis. This procedure can be considered a different extension of
the elastic frame analysis procedure, which is essentially formed with semi-rigid bonds.
Two different calculation methods applied in Pushover analysis; It is displacement-controlled analysis and loadcontrolled analysis. In the displacement-controlled method, horizontal loading is made until the point where the center
of gravity on the top floor (top) of the structure reaches a certain displacement level. In the force-controlled method,
the structure is loaded until it reaches a certain horizontal load level. By increasing these loads at certain intervals, the
force-displacement relations that occur in the building elements are examined in each step and the level of damage of
the structure is determined [3,4,5]. The Pushover analysis shows the change of real (functional) rigidity for loads that
reveal inelastic behavior in a frame. Depending on the concept of stiffness factor previously described for the analysis
of semi-rigid joints, the use of the plasticity factor to determine changes in the stiffness of the frame members under
increased loads will be examined.
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Figure 9: Curve of the F - Δ relationship
Although various methods for nonlinear analysis are determined by regulations, this analysis method, which is still
being developed, creates the difficulty of determining the change in the effects against the changing structure stiffness
and behavior, and the determination of the rotations in the plastic joints by the procedure for considering various
modes of the structure in nonlinear analysis [6, 7, 8]. Thus, different methods are developed and discussed. The
procedure given in the FEMA and ATC documents has recently received serious criticism, especially regarding the
detection of element joints. In the Pushover analysis, it should be taken into consideration that the error rates are high
when examining according to these regulations [9, 10].
Since the values to be determined for floor displacement and floor displacements give more convergent results, it is
beneficial to consider these values as a priority in determining the performance of the building [11]. In the general
logic of Pushover analysis, there is no cumulative evaluation process in the distribution of flow behavior or plastic
hinge formation. It should be remembered that both calculation bases have high error rates in terms of detecting plastic
hinge rotations and that results produced especially for irregular structures should therefore be well examined.
However, both methods produce good results in regular structures and structural ductility and floor shifts - base shear
forces.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: (a) Formation of the pushover curve (b) Converting the pushover curve into a capacity curve
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(b)

Figure 11: (a) Conversion of the elastic response spectrum from standard format to A-D format (b) Determination
of displacement requirement
2.2.1. Determining the Capacity Curve
Creation of two or three dimensional model of the building, determination of the main and secondary carrier elements,
ground structure interaction model, defining the second order effects, determining the characteristics of the carrier
system elements, defining the cyclical behavior of force-deformation relations, the definition of articulation
characters, determining the mutual interaction behavior in columns. [12, 13]. For horizontal load regulation, firstly,
determining the vertical loads in the system with appropriate load coefficients, defining horizontal load patterns in
both directions positively and negatively, evaluating the effects of torsion and irregularities (here the uniform
displacement value for the same displacement value It should be taken into consideration that it will give great base
cutting forces).

Figure 12: Horizontal load regulation [14]
2.2.2. Determination of Analysis Control Method and Calculations
If we examine this building with the capacity spectrum method (Sd = SaT2/4r2); α mass participation (depending on
the shear force), the participation factor for the roof displacement of the PF1 single degree of freedom system is Sa
spectral acceleration and Sd spektral displacement.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13: (a) Constructing capacity spectrum (b) Estimation of equivalent viscous damping
3. Results and Discussion
Analysis results were obtained using the finite element method using the SAP2000 program.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14: (a) 3D view of the building (b) Push displacement joint
According to TBDY2018 for the design shear forces taken as the basis for column and beams, if the shear force ratio
of 15.7.1.4 - reinforced concrete section with deformation calculation and Ve / (bw d fctm) < 0.65, the deformation upper
limits calculated according to 15.7.1.3 are valid. If the shear force ratio is greater than 1.30, deformation upper limits
calculated according to 15.7.1.3 will be reduced by multiplying by 0.50.
Linear interpolation will be applied for intermediate values and Ve will be calculated from equation (1) for beams and
equation (2) for columns. In single mode push analysis, let us take the number of pushover steps 10 and G + nQ (KN)
as 24300. The modal analysis method we will use is the number 3 in Figure 15 below.
(1)
(2)
Strain borders were determined in columns and beams and analyzed by making comparisons.
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Figure 15: Modal analysis forms [15]

Figure 16: Base shear force

Figure 17: Spectral acceleration and spectral displacement curve
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Figure 18: Display plot function traces

Figure 19: Creating a pushover curve

Figure 20: Plastic hinge behavior

Figure 21: Push capacity diagram
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Figure 22: dimax - Vmax

Figure 23: Pushover capacity diagram
4. Conclusion and Suggestions
Ordinary response spectrum analysis for elastic high-rise buildings can be reformulated as nonlinear push
analysis. The peak response of an elastic structure, which is subjected to lateral loading by push analysis, can
be estimated and can provide accurate seismic demand prediction in unsymmetrical structures. Analyzing the
behavior of the beam column joints and the failure of plastic joints can be an effective and useful approach.
Controlled damage performance level in existing buildings is considered to be at the level of controlled
damage performance, provided that the brittle damaged elements are reinforced, provided that:
•

Up to 35% of beams and vertical elements (columns,curtains and reinforced partition walls) in any
floor of reinforced concrete buildings, excluding secondary beams (not included in the horizontal
load bearing system) as a result of the calculation made for each earthquake direction applied as many
as defined in the paragraph below can proceed to the advanced damage zone.

•

The total contribution of the vertical elements in the advanced damage zone to the shear force carried
by the vertical elements on each floor should be below 20%. The ratio of the total shear forces of the
vertical elements in the forward damage area to the top floor to the sum of the shear forces of all
vertical elements on that floor can be at most 40%.
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Table 3: Number of beams crossing the border
Stories

Number of beams

Number of Elements Crossing the Border

%

Control

5 st story
4 st story
3 st story
2 st story
1 st story
Ground Floor
1st Basement Floor

61
64
64
64
64
64
29

4
3
4
3
0
0
0

6
5
6
5
0
0
0

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Figure 24: Control of ground story columns
Curtain walls with higher rigidity make dynamic analysis easier and simpler. Taking into account the shear
effects and applying the unbalanced force approach is essential for a safe and realistic seismic response. If the
earthquake loads are large, joints can form in the beams near the middle opening. In such cases, cyclic loads
gradually increase the rotation of the joints and cause the beam to sag. Concrete beams are often fragile at
shear forces and are therefore designed for flexural strength.

Figure 25: Section damage levels.
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Axial force - moment interactions are additionally required for the columns because the flexural strength
depends on the axial force and vice versa. In addition, moments and shear forces move along two axes and
force - moment values and interactions affect shear strength. Due to these mutual relationships, the hinge
behavior is complex. The building we examined, according to the nonlinear analysis (Single mode push
analysis), remained on the border of controlled damage (Distinctive damage zone). However, it is possible to
say that the capacity spectrum and the displacement coefficient methods both give close results in the analysis
of symmetrical structures. But these methods should be used with caution, as they differ in complex and large
structures. Nonlinear time history analysis is essential for such cases.
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